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Spring Concert disappoints

KATIE ALBERTSON / DAILY TITAN

In addition to the musicians scheduled to perform, Associated Students also provided photo booths, food trucks, puppies to play with and swings to ride on.

Beyond Kehlani canceling
her set, ASI stumbled
with overall planning.
BRIAN ALVARADO
Asst. Lifestyle Editor

Excited concertgoers invaded
the grassy venue of the Intramural
Fields at Cal State Fullerton, expecting a night filled with food, fun
and an exhibition of musical talent. Instead, flustered students and
guests left campus disappointed,

seeing the highly-anticipated event
end with unfulfilled promises.
Associated Students’ Spring
Concert featured outstanding
opening performances by Gearheart and DJ Ivnasty, who went
above and beyond at setting the
stage. The two were followed
by a mediocre show led by Metro Boomin, which unfortunately
didn’t live up to the hype.
But the highlight (or blunder) of the night was the absence of rhythm and blues
singer Kehlani and how the

situation was handled by Associated Students.
Students like Alexa Hayes, a
third-year criminal justice major, were met with an empty
stage almost an hour after Kehlani’s scheduled 8 p.m. start,
barring no announcement from
Associated Students or warning that a cancellation may have
approaching.
“I actually found out from two
girls in front of me that saw (Kehlani’s) post online,” Hayes said.
“Honestly, I would have been so

much happier with an announcement, instead of standing there for
hours waiting for her and hearing it
from her and not from (Associated
Students).”
The grammy-nominated artist
was nowhere to be seen, taking to
her Instagram story to apologize
for what was coming.
“I’m backstage, trying to rehearse, my voice isn’t coming out,”
Kehlani wrote. “I’m pre-apologizing because I’m really embarrassed already and haven’t sang
yet. I. am. terrified.”

After all the confusion and no
announcements to the crowd, Kehlani’s voice was heard over the
speakers, making an official statement and sincere apology to those
in attendance.
“I love you guys and hopefully,
I’ll see you soon,” an ill Kehlani
said with a raspy voice.
A mixed reaction came from the
crowd with the dissonant combination of cheers of forgiveness blended with boos of disappointment.
SEE WAIT
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CSU
Presidents
salaries
are now
state-funded
Before 2018, paychecks
for heads of CSUs were
privately funded.
SARAH EL-MAHMOUD
Managing Editor

Titans junior pitcher Andrew Quezada recorded a career-high nine strikeouts in Sunday’s victory of the Mustangs.
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Titans earn first conference series victory

Cal State Fullerton baseball
improved its record to 15-15 with
Sunday’s win over Cal Poly.
KAILA CRUZ

Asst. Sports Editor

Cal State Fullerton baseball recorded all
six of its runs in the third inning, defeating
Cal Poly 6-3 in its first conference sweep on
Sunday.
The win gave the Titans their fifth consecutive victory and second series sweep of
the season, bringing their record to .500 for
FOLLOW US ON TWITTER: @THEDAILYTITAN

the first time this season.
“5-0 week. That was a good deal. It’s not
easy to win five games in a week,” said Titans Head Coach Rick Vanderhook.
Fullerton gained its lead in the bottom
of the third inning, scoring six runs off five
hits and sending 11 batters to the plate.
With bases loaded, second baseman Hank
LoForte got momentum going with an RBI
single up the middle, bringing in outfielder
Jairus Richards.
Designated hitter Jace Chamberlin kept
the runs coming in with another RBI single
up the middle, sending third baseman Brett
Borgogno home.

“I try to come up to every at-bat with an
approach and the approach is usually very
similar to the game. I try to get a pass on
the ball and see what happens from there,”
Chamberlin said.
Catcher Daniel Cope extended CSUF’s
lead to 4-0 after a two-RBI single brought
in LoForte and right fielder Ruben
Cardenas.
Before heading into the fourth inning,
the Titans stretched their lead 6-0 with a
two-RBI single to right field from Richards,
bringing Cope and Chamberlin home.
SEE SWEEP 6

Since Jan. 1, CSU presidents’
salaries have been required to
be funded by the state, the CSU
Board of Trustees decided in a
meeting on Sept. 19, 2017.
The use of funding from private foundation sources as supplemental salaries for CSU presidents was originally adopted in
2012 to save tax dollars during
the recession.
Concerns have since arisen
about the funding being a conflict of interest, because most
presidents also sit on foundation boards for their respective
campuses.
In November 2015, CSU Board
of Trustees approved a plan to restrict pay for new campus presidents, eliminating the use of
private foundation funds from
salaries.
The only residing CSU presidents with part of their salaries
coming from private sources
prior to 2018 were Jeffrey Armstrong from San Luis Obispo,
Leslie E. Wong from San Francisco State, Dianne F. Harrison
from Northridge and Tomás D.
Morales from San Bernardino.
SEE MONEY
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Asian-American celebration gets political

President’s reception in the
Fullerton Arboretum took
on a theme of resistance.
TRICIA LASHA
Staff Writer

Students and guests from diverse backgrounds, some dressed
in traditional East Asian garb,
came together Tuesday to enjoy a
day of remembrance and appreciation of Asian cultures.
Cal State Fullerton President
Fram Virjee hosted a reception in
the Fullerton Arboretum to celebrate Asian Pacific Islander Desi
American Heritage Month.
“To the homeless and unsupported communities, we support
you, to our friends and partners
living in fear of deportation, we
support you,” said Jacob Chacko,
coordinator of the Asian Pacific
American Resource Center and
interim coordinator of the Titan
Dreamers Resource Center.
The reception featured a variety of cuisines, music, traditional dances and mindfulness expert Charlotte Ái Nguyen as the
keynote speaker. With the help
of the Asian American Studies
Program, it was coordinated by
the Asian Pacific American Resource Center.
With this year’s theme, “Resist:
Visible and United,” Chacko said
he was looking for a speaker who
could “connect with the theme of
resistance” and with topics that
affect the Asian community.
Students from the Japanese
Culture Club performed a traditional Japanese fishermen’s
dance called Sōran Bushi, which
is meant to keep the fishermen’s
spirits alive.
“I think it’s significant because
I feel like it’s something that gets
people interested and motivated.
We yell a lot in the dance so it’s
invigorating,” said Ashley Cook,
one of the Japanese Culture Club
performers.
The reception turned political
when Virjee spoke about his history as a labor and employment
lawyer and mentioned current issues of deportation that the Latino and Latina community face,
as well as the Asian and Pacific

The CSUF Japanese Culture Club performed a dance called Sōran Bushi to keep alive the spirits of Japanese fishermen.

Islander communities.
“As intolerance and hatred in
our country’s origins sins emerges over time from the shadows,
we see parallels in our current
communities,” Virjee said.
Konnor Feese, a clinical psychology major, said he looked
forward to hearing from Nguyen because he wants to apply
her mindful approach to help
his future clients as a clinical
therapist.
Nguyen told her story as the
daughter of Vietnamese refugees,
surviving sexual assault, battling
depression, and post-traumatic
stress disorder and how she coped
despite these experiences.
Her story highlighted the
theme of resistance as she spoke
about her mother’s strength and
journey to America.
Vy Le, a senior Asian American studies major, said she resonated with Nguyen’s speech as
she also pulls her determination
and strength from her mother and
family.
“It definitely inspired me to
keep doing what I do in terms of
revolution work,” Le said.
Nguyen also talked about
the Asian heritage and culture
that encompasses language,
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The event offered various foods and was held to coincide with Asian Pacific Islander Desi American Heritage Month.

traditional
ceremonies,
and
maintaining family and community relationships.

“It is my belief that maintaining that fire and keeping that
fire strong is the most important

thing we need to do in order to
continue existing as a people,”
Nguyen said.
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CSU presidents currently earn an average salary of $300,000 annually.

Money: Trustees
restrict private pay
CONTINUED FROM

1

CSU Chancellor Timothy P.
White was previously approved
for supplemental pay from foundation funds.
These presidents continued to
receive supplemental pay because
they were appointed prior to 2015,
and the 2015 plan only affected
new CSU presidents at the time.
White and the four CSU presidents who were previously received supplemental pay are currently being paid by the state, as
decided in the Sept. CSU Board of
Trustees meeting.
When the previous 2012 compensation policy was adopted,
CSU presidents were each allowed
a 10 percent increase in their pay

derived from private funds. At the
time of their appointment,
each of the presidents received
roughly 10 percent of their pay
from private funds.
During the 2018 shift in funding for CSU presidents, a 2.5
percent increase was additionally proposed for all executive employees, with the exception of Sally Roush, interim president of San
Diego State, who has the highest
of the CSU presidential salaries
with an annual state-funded base
pay of $428,645.
CSU presidents currently earn
an average of about $300,000
annually, with CSUF president
Fram Virjee earning $356,431,
according to his 2018 appointment letter.
VISIT US AT: DAILYTITAN.COM
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In addition to showing their work, researchers also presented it orally in a competition to win $75 and advance to the CSU system-wide competition in May.

Students showcase their research in the TSU

Researchers from every
college were invited to
present their work.

Creative Activity and Research
Day on Thursday.
Visitors wandered through multiple rows of posters displaying
students’ research and creative activities in the Titan Student Union
Pavilion.
“We like to make sure everyone is interspersed so you can see
what the different colleges and
disciplines are doing. It’s pretty fantastic. Every college is represented,” said Nathalie Carrick,
Student Creative Activities and

COLE GRAVES
Staff Writer

From scientific experiments to
the cultural differences among students in the classroom, graduate
and undergraduate students at Cal
State Fullerton showcased their research projects during the Student

This Summer
See You at the

COAST!

This Summer
See You at

Research Day organizer.
Students also gave oral presentations where they competed against
each other and were judged on the
methodology, interpretation and
value of their research.
CSUF biology major Erick Valdez presented his research on how
English-language learners and native-English learners perform differently when exposed to certain
types of sentence structuring questions on tests in science, technology, engineering and math.

Valdez’s data showed that English-language learners perceived
all question types to be difficult compared to native-English
learners. Both groups performed
better with dropdown or multiple choice questions rather than
fill-in-the-blanks.
“Dropdown already has a sense
of structure built-in. If you have
a different cultural background
where maybe you don’t know how
to structure a sentence, drop-down
allows you to choose one word,”

Valdez said.
Other research presentations
included millennials’ dynamics within romantic relationships
and the prevalence of hepatitis B
among Vietnamese Americans.
The judges selected ten student
finalists who received $75 and will
advance to the CSU system-wide
competition on May 4 and 5, where
students from every CSU will
compete against each other in one
of ten categories related to their
field of study.

paid advertisement

OCC has the classes
you want
Save Time, Save Money

COAST!

OCC Course

OCC has the classes you want!
Save Time, Save Money!
Transfers to CSUF as:

ANTH

A100

Cultural Anthropology

ANTH

102

Intro to Cultural Anthro

BIOL

A100

Principles of Biology

BIOL

101 & 101L

Elements of Biology

BIOL

A221

Anatomy-Physiology

BIOL/KNES

210

Human Ant & Physio

CMST

A110

Public Speaking

HCOM

102

Public Speaking

CMST

A220

Essentials of Argumentation

HCOM

235

Essentials of Argumentation

ECON

A170

Microeconomics*

ECON

201

Principles Microeconomics

ECON

A175

Macroeconomics*

ECON

202

Principles Macroeconomics

GEOG

A180

Physical Geography

GEOG

110

Intro to the Natural Environment

GEOL

A105

General Geology

GEOL

101

Physical Geology

HIST

A170

History of US to 1876

HIST

170A

United States to 1877

MUS

A115

Fundamentals of Music

MUS

101

Mus Theory for Non-Mu Maj

HMDV

A180

Child Growth & Dvpt.

CAS

101

Intro Child & Adolescent Dvpt.

PSYC

A100

Introduction to Psycholoogy

PSYC

101

Introduction to Psychology

PHIL

A120

Ethics

PHIL

120

Intro to Ethics

SOC

A100

Introduction to Sociology

SOCI

101

Introduction to Sociology

SPAN

A180-A285

Elem. Span 1- Interm Span 2*

SPAN

101-204

Fund. Spanish A- Interm Spanish B

ITAL

A185

Elem. Ital 2 *

ITAL

102

Fund. Italian- B

JAP

A180-A285

Elem. Jap 1- Interm Jan 2*

JAP

101-204

Fund. Jap A- Interm. Jap B

FREN

A180-A285

Elem Fren1- Interm Fren 2*

FREN

101-204

Fund. French A- Interm French B

*Prerequisites
Students currently enrolled at a four year institution, who plan to enroll in a summer course at OCC MUST receive permisssion from their four year institution
counselor/advisor. The four year institution counselor/advisor will deteremine how the couse will be applied to student degree.

Summer Session begins June 11th
Take transferable courses this summer in 4-8 weeks at Orange Coast College

Apply now at

www.orangecoastcollege.edu

Only $
per un 46
it!
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Wait: Co-headliner Kehlani unable to perform
1

As far as the overall experience, students like Hayes were
not happy with what was given
to them Saturday, as Kehlani’s
absence was only a small part of
the mess.
Hayes said the event was too
small for the number of people
present, as some students waited
in line for hours at a time just to
enjoy the event’s attractions.
Not only were the lines too
long, the area in front of the
stage turned into a danger zone.
Hayes came out of the ruckus
with a sprained ankle.
“I honestly was scared for my
life at one point. There were
hundreds of people around me
just pushing, so I felt very unsafe,” Hayes said.
Some students at the front of
the stage were trying to climb
over the barricades to escape
from all the pushing and shoving that was not regulated by
security.
Gates were scheduled to open
at 4 p.m., according to an email
sent out to ticket holders from
Associated Students. However,
students were not let in until almost 5 p.m.
Apart from Kehlani coming
down with a sinus infection, silence from Associated Students
during the concert, long lines
and unsafe conditions, the annual event kicked off on a rather different note coming in the
form of Gearheart and their
blended style of grunge and
punk rock.
“We’re the black sheep of
this lineup,” said lead singer
and guitarist Joey Chavez Ferguson. “The fact that they still
liked a little punk rock means
the world.”

KATIE ALBERTSON / DAILY TITAN

Metro Boomin has produced songs for artists like Lil Uzi Vert, Migos and Drake while also working with singers like Usher and Lana Del Rey.

Bass guitarist and backup vocalist Pedro Galvez described
the feeling of being on stage as a
unique and surreal experience.
“Seeing the people run to us
is definitely an awesome feeling,
kind of like when people see the
chocolate factory,” Galvez said.
“I’m like ‘We’re the chocolate
factory, you know?’”
In a change-up of musical methods, D J and fifth-year marketing
major Ivan Labra, also known as
Ivnasty, put on a performance that
got the crowd jumping.
His set brought music festival vibes featuring a variety of

“

I honestly was scared for my life at one point. There
were hundreds of people around me just pushing, so I
felt very unsafe.

“

ALEXA HAYES
Third-year criminal justice major
songs from numerous genres of
music, including “Deep Down
Low” by Valentino Khan and
“Work REMIX” by ASAP
Ferg.
“(The crowd) wanted to
dance, so I threw in that dance
music,” Labra said. “People like
music so it’s just a learning experience from here on out.”

Overall, the performances of
Spring Concert got off on the
right foot with stellar openings by Gearheart and Ivnasty.
Other than that, the event went
downhill.
Metro Boomin didn’t blow
the fans away and Kehlani unfortunately was deemed too sick
to perform.

Associated Students did not
do a great job of handling the
size of the crowds and waited
until after the concert to apologize for their handling of Kehlani’s cancellation.
“I felt very uncared for. I
know that it wasn’t a lot of money that we paid for, it’s just the
principle of it,” Hayes said.
Associated Students released
a statement on Instagram and
Twitter apologizing for the
outcome of Spring Concert,
but have yet to indicate whether or not they will be compensating concertgoers.
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MSI WEEK

IS PUT ON BY THE STUDENTS FOR THE

STUDENTS TO SUPPORT AND ADVANCE THE POTENTIAL

CSUF MEN OF COLOR, MSI FELLOWS, AND
SCHOLARS BY PROVIDING TOOLS THAT EMPOWER
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BROTHERS WITH THE SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE
NEEDED TO GROW AS INDIVIDUALS, PROFESSIONALS,
AND LEADERS THROUGH BROTHERHOOD.
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DURING THIS FUN AND ENGAGING TIME, AND MAKE
SURE TO FOLLOW OUR
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IN COLL ABORATION WITH:
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SOCIAL MEDIA!!!

MINDFUL MONDAY
WHATʼS REALLY ON YA MIND?
A LUNCH DISCUSSION WITH DR. HARRIS:
STEPHON CLARK. WHY THIS MATTERS?
11:00AM - 1:00PM
LOCATION: WOMENʼS CENTER UH 205

10

th

TIDY-UP TUESDAY
MSS: SUITED

FOR

SUCCESS

A FITTING & GROOMING SOCIAL
*FREE

HAIRCUTS*

11:30AM - 3:30PM
LOCATION: JUNIPER 150

11th
12

th

WAKE UP WEDNESDAY
IMPORTANCE

OF

SUSTAINING MALE RELATIONSHIPS

WITH DR. GRADILLA:
2:00PM - 4:00PM
LOCATION: JUNIPER 150

TRANSCENDIN G THURSDAY
IMPACT MATTERS (CULTURAL APPROPRIATION)
*RSVP*
*MUST

HTTPS://TINYURL.COM/CSUFIMPACTMATTERS

BE LOGGED INTO

CSUF

PORTAL TO REGISTER*

2:30PM - 4:00PM

13th

LOCATION: TSU - LEG CHAMBERS 1/2
HOS TED BY:

FRONT -LINE FRIDAY
INTERNSHIP BOOTCAMP
*RSVP*

HTTPS://TINYURL.COM/INTERNSHIPBOOTCAMPRSVP

9:00AM - 3:00PM
LOCATION: HOUSING PIAZZA

IT’S TIME TO CELEBRATE!

GRAD GRAM
2018

Out on May 14!
Copies available
Commencement Weekend
May 18-20

FULLERTON: 215 N. Harbor Blv
COSTA MESA (The LAB): 2930 Brid.
LONG BEACH: 4608 E. 2nd St. stol St.
BUFFALOEXCHANGE.COM •

Print + Online

Celebrate your Grad!

INDIVIDUAL GRAD GRAM

GROUP GRAD GRAM

Eighth Page Size
$40 w/ photo or $25 text only

Half Page Size
$125 w/ photo

Order at:
dailytitan.com/gradgrams
gradgrams@dailytitan.com
657-278-3269

Deadline:
Tuesday, May 1
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Wrestling rule hinders transgender rights
Athlete Mack Beggs
has a right to compete
with other boys.

BRANDON ANGEL
Asst. Copy Editor

In sports, the cliché “records
are made to be broken,” is tried
and tired, but in the case of Mack
Beggs, an 18-year-old Texas senior wrestler, a ridiculous and unfair rule requiring him to wrestle against girls doesn’t need to be
broken, it needs to be abolished.
Beggs is a transgender male
who wrestled back-to-back Texas state titles in the girls class 6A
110-pound division. A few years
ago, he began transitioning from
female to male and was subjected
to criticism over his victories. Outraged parents of female competitors felt Beggs should be competing against the boys.
Also stating that he’d rather
wrestle boys, Beggs has not been
permitted to do so because of a
ridiculous, archaic policy put in
place by the University Interscholastic League, an inter-school
organization in Texas that
provides guidelines for administers and extracurricular contests.
The league isn’t taking into consideration or
progressing the rights of
transgender people by requiring student-athletes
to compete as the gender
that correlates with the sex
listed on their birth certificate, instead of the gender they identify as.
The
legislative
council, which is
comprised of 32
school administrators, is supposed to listen
to stakeholder groups and

members of the public, then make
decisions based on what the council feels is best for students.
High school sports should be a
place where teenagers feel safe and
free to be who they are. In Beggs’
case, all he wants to do is compete
against boys because he identifies as one. But because a group of
adults feel they know what’s best
for him and his family, he has no
say in the matter .
Transgender people are among
the many underrepresented factions of society, and when they ask
for the right to be acknowledged
they are rejected because others in
power don’t realize the importance
of recognition.
Facing discrimination is commonplace for transgender people.
Bathroom bills based on bogus,
unfounded claims have made
their lives far more d i f f i cult then they have to
be. False and completely unreasonable diagnoses
of mental illness
have
also destabilized their
l e g a l
rights.

Transgender people who express
their identity have often found
themselves in difficult social circumstances and often face discrimination in education, employment, housing and legal systems,
according to the American Psychological Association.
The inherent truth is that a majority of cultures just haven’t completely embraced transgender people yet. But that doesn’t make it
right to tell anyone who they are,
and it’s unfair to keep someone
like Beggs from pursuing his dreams.
Three states
in the U.S. —
Ohio, Tennessee
and Kansas —
have disallowed
transgender people from
changing their birth
certificates.
Sure, there
have
been
some hints
at progress for
transgender

rights, like the gender identity
protection laws that have existed in Maine for the last 12 years,
but there is still so much left to be
done.
People need to understand gender is an expression by an individual not others.
The reality is that most transgender people don’t have the platform
Beggs does. He didn’t ask for the
notoriety, but his situation brought
to light the struggles transgender
people face
everyday.
To

DALIA QUIROZ/ DAILY TITAN

PREPARE

CONFIDENTLY
TEST PREPARATION COURSES
California State University, Fullerton

BTPS Test Preparation courses are designed with your success in
mind, and with our five-point learning advantage-expert
instruction, assessment, review, class materials and our
free-repeat policy-they can help you reach your education and
career goals!
All our classes are held on the Fullerton Campus and are led by
expert instructors–the authors of more than 20 national
best-selling test preparation books-and include:
Sample test questions
Proven study techniques
Timed practice test
Included test preparation material
If you have questions on any of these test prep courses, please
contact Angela Zuniga at azuniqa@fullerton.edu
or (657) 278-5961.

COMING Spring 2018 Test Prep courses will be
available at Irvine

GMAT

CSET

LSAT

RICA

Graduate Management
Admissions Test

Multiple Subjects
California Exam for Teachers

Law School Admissions Test

Computer Based Test Prep

CBEST

GRE

California Basic
Educational Skills Test

his credit, Beggs has ignored the
critics and is considering a scholarship he was offered out of state to
pursue a spot on the U.S. Olympic
wrestling team.
The league needs to do some serious soul searching if it wants to
do right by transgender students
because they deserve to be included just like every other student. Inclusion matters, and there needs to
be an abolishment of these types of
rules.
It’s time for schools to become
more inclusive, a haven for young
transgender adults. It’s vital to
move forward not backward, and
continue to provide everyone access to the pursuit of their own
dreams, and maybe Beggs’ situa t io n can serve as a step in
t h e
right direction.

Graduate Record Exam
- General Test

www.btpstesting.com/universities-locations/csu-fullerton/

PREPARE FOR THE CPA EXAM
at a top ranked school. GMAT waivers available.
Earn your MS in Accounting in as few as 10
months in Orange County.

CHAPMAN.EDU/MSA
ONE UNVERSITY DRIVE, ORANGE, CA 92866
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Outfielder Jairus Richards scored once and sent two runners home Sunday.
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Softball defeats Northridge
Cal State Fullerton
improves to 6-0 in Big
West conference play.
JARED EPREM
Sports Editor

The pitching staff of sophomore Sophie Frost and redshirt
junior Trish Parks led the way for
Cal State Fullerton softball in its
5-3 victory Sunday over Cal State
Northridge and the series sweep at
Matador Diamond.
The Titans improved to 6-0 in
Big West conference play, continuing to share first place with
Long Beach State.
Northridge collected all three of
its runs in the final two innings of
Sunday’s game. With only one out

to go and a two-run lead to protect, Frost managed her ninth win
of the season after Matadors right
fielder Megan Stevens grounded
out to second.
This game marks Frost’s 12th
completed contest this season. She
struck out two batters while giving up seven hits and two earned
runs, earning her third conference
win in a row.
Frost also pitched in Saturday’s
4-1 victory, throwing five shutout
innings and giving up one run and
four hits. The sophomore sits in
fourth place on the Big West leaderboards with a 1.79 ERA.
Center fielder Ari Williams finished her strong weekend with
two hits, two runs and two RBIs
on Sunday.
Williams finished as the only

FULLERTON: 215 N. Harbor Blv
COSTA MESA (The LAB): 2930 Brid.
LONG BEACH: 4608 E. 2nd St. stol St.
BUFFALOEXCHANGE.COM •

Titan to record multiple hits in the
final game of the series. However,
infielder Deshea Hill and catcher Julia Valenzuela each recorded
one hit and RBI.
Despite Northridge’s seven hits
on Saturday, Parks allowed one
run while striking two out on the
way to an 8-1 victory and her third
win of the season.
Hill recorded two hits with an
RBI and a run in Saturday’s contest. Williams scored twice and
added two hits, bringing her series
total to five hits and six runs.
The first-place stalemate between Fullerton and Long Beach
State will be resolved next weekend as the two square off at Anderson Family Field with the first
game of the three-game series
starting Friday, April 13.

CONTINUED FROM

1

In the top of the seventh, Cal
Poly found its way onto the scoreboard and snapped CSUF’s shutout lead after a two-run home
run from first baseman Tate
Samuelson.
After seven innings, Quezada
stepped off the mound for sophomore Dillon Brown. Quezada
allowed seven hits and three runs
in his time and recorded a new
career-high nine strikeouts.
“I was just taking it one pitch,
one inning, one bat at a time,”

“

We’re 15-15. We’ve got
to where we want to be.
Now we just got to keep
playing the game.
RICK VANDERHOOK
Titans head coach

“

Pitcher Sophie Frost allowed four runs in two starts against Northridge.

Sweep: Baseball
beats Cal Poly 6-3

Quezada said. “I’m just trying
to carry it on to the next game
hopefully. Obviously strikeouts
are nice but outs are outs and defense definitely played a big role
today.”
Again in the top of the eighth
inning, Fullerton allowed a home
run from center fielder Alex
McKenna to cut its lead in half.
CSUF’s closer Brett Conine
came in to relieve Brown in the
top of the ninth and delivered a
win for the Titans.
“We’re 15-15. We were 1-7 and
now we’re 15-15. That was a long
climb to catch up and get even.
We’ve got to where we want
to be. Now we just got to keep
playing the game,” Vanderhook
said.
The Titans will host Pepperdine on Tuesday, April 10 to try
and extend their winning streak
and contend for the top spot in
the Big West.
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WHERE’S
TUFFY?

HOROSCOPE
PROVIDED BY tarot.com

ARIES (Mar. 21 - Apr. 19)
It’s as if you have been released from
the necessity of reaching a goal that
you recently set. However, you are
not holding a Get Out of Jail Free
card that excuses you from promises
made.

Like our Facebook page &
message us with your answer
for a chance to win!

TAURUS (Apr. 20 - May 20)
You’re in a hurry to get back to work
today because your mind is brimming
with innovative ideas that could draw
positive recognition from others.
Ironically, giving yourself permission to
daydream activates your imagination
and might lead to a discovery of an
unconventional method for performing
a particular job.

WINNER

OF THIS WEEKS PRIZE

Check back next week!

Tell us where Tuffy is!

$25
QUESTION OF THE WEEK

WORD OF THE DAY

year?

agreeably stimulating to the palate; especially:
spicy; engagingly provocative; also : having a
lively arch charm

Grad grams are now available on
dailytitan.com/gradgrams/

LAST WEEK’S

Participate through email for a

WINNER:

chance to WIN a FREE price!

A heavy cloud seems to be lifting,
allowing you to dream about the
future without being so burdened by
the past. Naturally, old successes and
failures continue to influence how you
view opportunities in the present.

piquant

What was your favorite article from the Daily Titan this

FUN FACT:

GEMINI (May 21 - Jun. 20)

CANCER (Jun. 21 - Jul. 22)
The cosmos blesses you with a rare
opportunity to explore the deep
feelings shared by you and someone
special. What makes this moment so
unique is that you can confidently move
into emotionally vulnerable spaces
without worrying about the outcome.

These days, piquant is a positive description - whether
it’s applied to spicy food or provocative wit.

Send us your response to marketing@dailytitan.com

Camping is nature’s way
of promoting t he motel
business.

”

Dave Barr y

A partnership may hit a rough patch
today, especially if there is a lack
of communication. However, the
apparent silence might not have
anything to do with you.

Last Issue’s
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Solution:
ONION

J

VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sep. 22)

HINT 1: Used to make sweets

Although your mind is on work, your
ability to concentrate might not be
up to par today. Ironically, you’re
motivated to set easy-to-reach goals
where each accomplishment builds
your confidence and then aims you
at the next milestone on your path to
long-term success.

HINT 2: Considered a drink
HINT 3: 4 letters
PROVIDED BY doriddles.com

KITCHEN SAFETY:

3 8
9

Ice
Dirty Dishes
Boiling Kettle
Cupboard Door
Wet Floor
Oven Door
Pets
Chip Pan
Pan Handle
Raw Meat
Bleach
Flame
Poison
6
Spillage
4
Scissors
Sharp Knife
Water
9 8 Hot Iron

SUDOKU
Daily Sudoku: Tue 3-Apr-2018

LIBRA (Sep. 23 - Oct. 22)
It’s extremely rewarding when your
artistic skills can positively impact
your productivity in the real world.
At times your creativity comes and
goes as if it has a mind of its own,
but it appears to be sticking around
for a while.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21)
Your astute perceptions won’t be
easily misled today because you
can see to the bottom of a complex
emotional drama without even asking
a question.

5

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21)

8
2
9
4
1
6
7
5

1
3
5
9
7
2
6
4

4
6
7
8
3
5
1
2

7
4
3
2
5
9
8
6

6
8
2
1
4
3
5
9

5
9
1
7
6
8
2
3

2 5 6 3 8 9 1 7 4
Last
Issue’s
Solution
Daily
Sudoku:
Tue 3-Apr-2018

9

hard

3

hard

6
(c) Daily Sudoku Ltd 2018. All rights reserved.

3
1
8
5
2
4
9
7

Your closest friends and coworkers
might be worried about you today
because you haven’t been acting like
yourself. Although you are infused
with the light of spontaneity, you are
so serious these days that others may
believe you’re withholding bad news.

7

PROVIDED BY dailysudoku.com

2
7
4
6
9
1
3
8

moving. What is it?

SOLUTION WILL BE PUBLISHED IN THE NEXT ISSUE.

2 1
3 5
7
6 2
8
PROVIDED BY thewordsearch.com
1
5
7
9
2 5
9 1

9
5
6
3
8
7
4
1

RIDDLE
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LEO (Jul. 23 - Aug. 22)

but this thing can turn without

7

3

5

8
7

5 1 3
7
8

1 8

8 2

9

6
5
3
4 3 1
7

Daily Sudoku: Wed 4-Apr-2018

3

5

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19)

7

You may be suddenly struck with
an unconventional moneymaking
scheme today that is so simple you
can’t figure out why you never
thought of it before.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)

3
1

(c) Daily Sudoku Ltd 2018. All rights reserved.

3

7
4

You can spin, wheel and twist,

(c) Daily Sudoku Ltd 2018. All rights reserved.

WORD SEARCH QUOTE

PROVIDED BY merriam-webster.com

Sometimes others see you as the King
or Queen of the Land of Weird. You
often enjoy that title because it gives
you permission to do whatever you
want without a lot of explanation.

PISCES (Feb. 19 - Mar. 20)

© thewordsearch.com
Your best ideas today are likely the
ones that no one will ever know
were yours. You are not seeking the
limelight, currently preferring to work
backstage on someone else’s show.
But your avoidance of attention is
powerfully different than your need
to be acknowledged by your peers.

SOLUTION WILL BE PUBLISHED IN THE NEXT ISSUE.

very hard

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER: @THEDAILYTITAN

VISIT US AT: DAILYTITAN.COM

http://www.dailysudoku.com/
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Tennis sweeps UC Irvine for fourth Big West win
CSUF defeated its opponent Big West conference play.
After Anteaters sophomore
at home for its third 7-0
Stephanie Nguyen retired
victory of the season.
her match, Nuno claimed the

first singles victory of the day
4-1.
Zeidan quickly finished off
Irvine junior Stephanie Hazell 6-3, 6-2, claiming the
second singles victory of the
day. The match gave Zeidan
her 27th win of the season
and her fifth in conference
play.
On court six, Acidera defeated sophomore Gillian
Parker 6-2, 6-1. In the only
contest to reach a third set,
Titans junior Luxizi Meng
took down Anteaters sophomore Yulin Chen 6-4, 6-7
and 10-5 to close the day.
Fullerton will have a week
off before its final two home
games of the season. It will
face Big West opponents Cal
Poly on Saturday, April 14
and UC Santa Barbara on
KATIE ALBERTSON / DAILY TITAN FILE PHOTO
Sunday, April 15.
Junior Sarah Nuno’s fifth singles victory this season contributed to the Titans’ win on Saturday.

JARED EPREM
Sports Editor

Cal State Fullerton tennis
recorded its first sweep since
March 9 with a 7-0 victory
over UC Irvine on Saturday,
improving to 4-1 in Big West
conference play.
By protecting the Titan Tennis Courts, the win
brought the Titans overall record to 16-4 and their home
record to 9-0.
Juniors Sarah Nuno and
Karla Portalatin earned the
first victory of the day for
CSUF, improving their doubles record to 22-5 without
any losses in conference.
Nuno and freshmen Jadie Acidera and Genevieve
Zeidan all maintained their
undefeated singles records in
Department of

Summer Classes 2018

Geography &
the Environment

geography.fullerton.edu

ALL CLASSES COMPLETELY ONLINE - EXCEPT GEOG 483

Session A (29 May - 29 June)

Session B (2 July - 3 August)

GEOG 110 - (GE - B.5)

GEOG 328 - (GE - B.5)

Introduction to Natural Environment

Global Change and Environmental Systems

GEOG 120 - (GE - B.5)

GEOG 340 - (GE - D.5)

Global Environmental Problems

Asia

GEOG 328 - (GE - B.5)

GEOG 345 - (GE - D.5)

Global Change and Environmental Systems

China

GEOG 329 - (GE - B.5)

GEOG 372 - (GE - E)

Cities and Nature

Geography of Illegal Drugs

GEOG 330 - (GE - D.5)

GEOG 483

California

Mountain Field Geography

GEOG 371 - (GE - D.5)

National Parks

SUMMER SESSION 2018
California State University, Fullerton

Accelerate Your Path Towards Graduation
Over 800 class sections offered, including high demand courses
Enjoy a lighter class load
Convenient online classes offered

Registration begins April 9, 2018 through Titan Online
For more information, visit summer.fullerton.edu
SESSION

DATES

LENGTH

Session A

May 29 - June 29

5 weeks

Session B

July 2 - August 3

5 weeks

Session C

June 25 - August 3

6 weeks

Session D

May 29 - July 20

8 weeks

Session E

May 29 - August 3

10 weeks

Campus Closed: Monday, May 28, 2018 and Wednesday, July 4, 2018
FULLERTON: 215 N. Harbor Blv
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Visit Open University
at ou.fullerton.edu

summer.fullerton.edu

